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Abstract—The surrogate-assisted optimization algorithm is a
promising approach for solving expensive multi-objective optimization problems. However, most existing surrogate-assisted
multi-objective optimization algorithms have three main drawbacks: 1) cannot scale well for solving problems with high
dimensional decision space, 2) cannot incorporate available
gradient information, and 3) do not support batch optimization.
These drawbacks prevent their use for solving many realworld large scale optimization problems. This paper proposes a
batched scalable multi-objective Bayesian optimization algorithm
to tackle these issues. The proposed algorithm uses the Bayesian
neural network as the scalable surrogate model. Powered with
Monte Carlo dropout and Sobolov training, the model can be
easily trained and can incorporate available gradient information.
We also propose a novel batch hypervolume upper confidence
bound acquisition function to support batch optimization. Experimental results on various benchmark problems and a real-world
application demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

•

Index Terms—surrogate-assisted evolutionary optimization,
Bayesian optimization, batch optimization, expensive multiobjective optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

XPENSIVE multiobjective optimization problems can
be found in many real-world applications. For example,
when building a deep neural network, one may want to maximize its model accuracy and minimize its size and respond
speed at the same time [1]. Surrogate-assisted multiobjective
optimization algorithms are promising for solving these problems [2], [3]. Much effort has been made on the development
of this kind of algorithms [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, three
major issues remain challenging:
• Scalability: Existing surrogate-assisted algorithms cannot scale well as the number of decision variables and the
number of data points used for surrogate model building
increase. These algorithms usually use Gaussian process
(Kriging) as the surrogate model [2], [3], of which the
cost of model building is cubic to the number of data
points used. Thus, they are only suitable for problems
with about 10 decision variables and a few hundreds of
function evaluations [2].
• Use of Gradient Information: In many real-world applications such as aerodynamic shape optimization [9]
and the hyperparameter optimization for deep neural
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networks [10], [11], the gradients of the optimization
objective functions are available with no or low additional
cost. Some preliminary works have shown that utilizing
gradient information is beneficial for solving single objective expensive optimization problems [12], [13]. However, the cost of incorporating gradient information into
the Gaussian process is very high [14], which prevents
the use of full gradient even for small scale problems
with a few decision variables [12], [13]. To our best
knowledge, no algorithm has been proposed for utilizing
gradient information to solve multiobjective expensive
optimization problems.
Batch Optimization: Many real-world applications allow
parallel evaluations. By simultaneously evaluating many
solutions in batch, one can significantly reduce the overall
computational clock time which is crucial when the
number of required evaluations is large. Although few
algorithms can evaluate multiple solutions in batch [7],
[8], most surrogate-assisted multiobjective algorithms are
not designed for batch optimization [4], [5], [6], where
only one solution can be evaluated at each iteration.

To address the above three issues, this paper proposes
a batched scalable multi-objective Bayesian optimization algorithm (BS-MOBO) for solving expensive multi-objective
optimization problems. In the remainder of this paper, we first
describe the background and some challenges for the current
surrogate-assisted multiobjective algorithms in Section II. In
section III, we detail our proposed algorithm BS-MOBO, of
which the main advantages are:
•

•

Instead of using Gaussian process, BS-MOBO builds
scalable Bayesian neural networks with Monte Carlo
dropout inference as its surrogate model. Powered with
Sobolev training technique, BS-MOBO can efficiently
incorporate available gradient information into the model
building and hence significantly improve the optimization
performance.
Using our proposed novel batch hypervolume upper
confidence bound (B-HUCB) acquisition function, BSMOBO can simultaneously select a set of promising solutions for parallel evaluation. By considering all already
evaluated solutions in the selection step, BS-MOBO
can achieve a good exploration-exploitation trade-off for
batch selection.

In section IV, we compare the proposed algorithm and its
variants with state-of-the-art surrogate-assisted multi-objective
optimization algorithms. Section V discusses several potential
improvements and concludes this paper.
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II. BACKGROUND AND C HALLENGES
In this section, we introduce the basic surrogate-assisted
optimization framework, and discuss some critical challenges
for solving scalable multi-objective optimization problems.
A. Expensive Multi-Objective Optimization Problem
This paper considers the following multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) [15]:
min F (x) = (f1 (x), . . . , fm (x)) ∈ Rm
s.t.

x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn

(1)

where Ω is the decision space, Rm is the objective space and
F (x) is the objective vector. Since the objective functions
conflict each other, no single solution can optimize all objectives at the same time. A decision maker is often interested
in best trade-off solutions, which is defined by the Pareto
optimality [16].
Let xa , xb ∈ Rn be two solutions in Ω, xa is said to
dominate xb (xa ≺ xb ) if and only if fi (xa ) ≤ fi (xb ), ∀i ∈
{1, ..., m} and fj (xa ) < fj (xb ), ∃j ∈ {1, ..., m}. x∗ is
a Pareto optimal solution and F (x∗ ) is a Pareto optimal
objective vector if there is no x̂ ∈ Ω such that x̂ ≺ x∗ . The set
of all Pareto optimal solutions is called the Pareto set and the
set of their corresponding objective vectors is called the Pareto
front [16]. The goal of multiobjective optimization algorithms
is to find a set of solutions to approximate the Pareto front.
B. Surrogate-Assisted Multi-Objective Optimization
Surrogate-assisted multi-objective optimization algorithm,
such as multi-objective Bayesian optimization (MOBO)[17],
[18], is promising for solving expensive multi-objective optimization problems. A framework of MOBO is presented in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Multi-objective Bayesian Optimization (MOBO)
1: Initialize the dataset D0 = {(xi , F (xi ))|i = 1, · · · , NI }
2: for t = 1 to T do
3:
build probabilistic surrogate models {fˆj (x|Dt−1 )}m
j=1
4:
find solution xt by optimizing α(x|Dt−1 )
xt = arg maxx α(x|Dt−1 )
5:
evaluate F (xt )
6:
update Dt = Dt−1 ∪ {(xt , F (xt ))}
7: end for
MOBO first uses an experimental design method to generates a set of NI solutions and evaluate all of them to obtain
the initial dataset D0 . At each iteration t, MOBO builds a
probabilistic surrogate model to approximate each objective
function based on the current dataset Dt−1 . With all m surrogate models {fˆj (x|Dt−1 )}m
j=1 , we can define an acquisition
function α(x|Dt−1 ) to measure the gain for evaluating a
solution x. Expected Hypervolume Improvement (EHI) [19]
is a well-known acquisition function for solving expensive
MOP. By optimizing the acquisition function, MOBO locates
the most promising solution xt = arg maxx α(x|Dt−1 ) and

evaluates F (xt ). At the end of each iteration, the dataset will
be augmented by the newly evaluated solution.
The surrogate-assisted optimization algorithm can efficiently solve some expensive MOPs with a limited evaluation
budget. However, most existing surrogate-assisted optimization algorithms have the following drawbacks:
• These algorithms can only solve small scale problems
with a few decision variables since the cost for the
surrogate model building is very costly. It is also very
difficult to incorporate available gradient information into
model building.
• Most surrogate-assisted algorithms do not support batch
optimization, which further weakens its use for solving
large-scale optimization problems, especially when the
number of required function evaluations is large.
We will discuss these challenges in the following subsections and propose an efficient algorithm to tackle them in
section III.
C. Scalable Surrogate Model Building
Gaussian process (Kriging) [20] is a popular way for
building a probabilistic surrogate model. However, the computational cost for training a Gaussian process model is O(N 3 )
for N training samples. This high computational complexity
prevents its use for large scale problems which require a
large number of training data [13]. Many different choices
of surrogate models have been proposed for surrogate-assisted
EAs [2]. However, the performances of these algorithms are
usually worse [2], [21], [22]. The lack of a good uncertainty
estimation is a main reason for the inferior performance.
Bayesian neural network, which can be trained with a large
number of solutions, is an alternative choice to Gaussian
process with good uncertainty estimation [23], [24]. A neural
network model with one single hidden layer can be written as:
ŷ = fˆ(x|W ) = h(xW1 + b1 )W2 + b2
(2)
where x is the input vector, h(·) is a nonlinear activation
function, W = {W1 , W2 , b1 , b2 } are the weight matrices and
bias terms, and ŷ is the output of the neural network.
In Bayesian neural network, we place prior distributions
p(W ) on its weights W as shown in Fig. 1. With N training
samples (X, y) = {(xi , yi )|i = 1, · · · , N }, we can obtain the
posterior distribution p(W |X, y) on the weight, and hence
the output distribution p(y|x, W ) [25], [26]. The predictive
mean and variance of the output can be easily calculated once
the output distribution is known. However, the current existing
methods for training a Bayesian neural network are usually
time consuming and not suitable for many applications [27].
Recently, a practical approach which uses dropout as the
variational inference method for the Bayesian neural network
has been proposed [27], [28]. Dropout was originally proposed
to avoid over-fitting in training deep neural networks [29],
[30]. A dropout mask zi , which is a binary vector with
Bernoulli distribution, is applied for each weight matrix in
the neural network:
ŷdropout = h(xZ1 W 1 + b1 )Z2 W 2 + b2
Z1 = diag(z1 ), Z2 = diag(z2 )

(3)
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Fig. 1.

works show that utilizing gradient information is beneficial for
multi-objective optimization algorithms [33], [34].
In the expensive optimization setting, the gradient information is also useful for building a more accurate Gaussian
process model with fewer evaluated solutions [35], which
might lead to more efficient surrogate-assisted optimization
algorithms [12], [14]. However, the cost of incorporating
gradient information into a Gaussian process with N training
samples in a K dimensional decision space is O(K 3 N 3 ),
which prevents its use for solving problems that have many
decision variables or require a large number of evaluations.
Recently, a Sobolev training method [36] is proposed for
incorporating available gradient information into the neural
network training process. In this paper, we extend its use
for building gradient-enhanced surrogate models to solve expensive optimization problems. The Sobolev training method
does not change the neural network structure. It encodes the
gradient information into neural network training by merely
modifying the loss function as:

A Bayesian neural network with one hidden layer.

where diag(zi ) maps a vector to a diagonal matrix with zi
on its main diagonal. The elements of zi are sampled from a
Bernoulli distribution zik ∼ Bernoulli(p) with probability p.
Here, W i is the fixed weight matrix for the neural network to
be optimized. The randomness of Wi = Zi W i only comes
from Zi . In other words, we randomly zero out some rows in
W i with probability 1 − p by multiplying the dropout mask
diag(zi ). For training, the weights of the neural network can
be easily optimized by a standard stochastic gradient-based
method such as Adam [31], of which different dropout masks
are sampled at each optimization iteration [29], [30].
For prediction, by randomly sampling the dropout masks
S times, we can obtain a set of different dropout outputs
{ŷs (x)}Ss=1 for a new solution x. The predictive mean and
variance can be estimated empirically:
E(ŷ) =

S
1X
ŷs (x),
S s=1

Var(ŷ) =

S
1X
[ŷs (x) − E(ŷ)]2 .
S s=1

(4)

(5)

This method is usually called MC dropout since the predictive output distribution is approximated by the Monte Carlo
sampling. It can be proved that a neural network model with
dropout mask for each layer can mathematically approximate a
deep Gaussian process [27]. More details and theory properties
on this MC dropout approach can be found in [28].
D. Gradient-Enhanced Surrogate Model
In many real-world optimization problems, the gradient
information is available with low or even trivial additional
cost. For many machine learning applications, such as training
a deep neural network, the gradient of the hyperparameters
can be easily obtained or cheaply estimated by different
methods [10], [11], [13], [32]. The continuous adjoint gradient for aerodynamic shape optimization problems can be
approximated at low computational cost [9]. Recently, some

L = Le + Lg
=

N
X
i=1

=

N
X
i=1

l(fˆ(xi |W ), f (xi )) +

N
X

l(∇fˆ(xi |W ), ∇f (xi ))

i=1
N
X

[fˆ(xi |W ) − f (xi )]2 +

[(∇fˆ(xi |W ), ∇f (xi ))]2

i=1

(6)
PN
where Le = i=1 l(fˆ(xi |W ), f (xi )) is the original error loss
PN
function and Lg = i=1 l(∇fˆ(xi |W ), ∇f (xi )) is the gradient loss. ∇fˆ(xi |W ) and ∇f (xi ) are the gradient vectors with
respect to the Bayesian neural network output and the original
objective function. In this paper, we want to build regression
models to approximate the objective functions. Therefore, we
use mean squared error (MSE) for both error loss and gradient
loss. By training with this Sobolev loss function, a neural
network model can encode not only the objective values but
also the gradient information of the ground truth function, and
hence can provide more accurate predictions for new solutions.
Combining this Sobolev training method along with the
Bayesian neural network with practical MC dropout inference,
we can build gradient-enhanced scalable surrogate models for
large scale multi-objective optimization problems. The details
of the model building will be discussed in section III.
E. Batch Optimization and Parallel Evaluation
Many real-world applications support parallel evaluation.
For example, training multiple large deep neural networks
with different structures and hyperparameters in parallel is
a common practice for neural network structure search [37].
Batch function evaluation can significantly reduce the wallclock time for the whole optimization process.
In multi-objective Bayesian optimization, the acquisition
function α(x|Dt ) is depended on all evaluated solutions.
Although the goal is to obtain a set of Pareto optimal solutions,
many surrogate-assisted algorithms use a scalar acquisition
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function to select only one single solution for evaluation at
each iteration. ParEGO [5] randomly combines the multiple
objectives into a single objective optimization problem at each
iteration. SMS-EGO [6] defines a scalar S-metric for searching
the most promising solution for evaluation. These methods do
not support parallel evaluation and batch optimization.
Some surrogate-assisted multi-objective optimization algorithms support parallel evaluation. For example, MOEA/DEGO [7] clusters all subproblems into a few groups and simultaneously evaluates the solutions with the highest expected
improvements in each group. K-RVEA [8] uses adaptive reference vectors and cluster method to select multiple solutions
for evaluation. However, these methods do not consider those
already evaluated solutions for new solutions selection. This
ignorance might lead to inferior batch selection and hence
poorer optimization performance. In this paper, we propose
an efficient selection strategy for batch multi-objective optimization, of which the details are discussed in section III.
III. T HE P ROPOSED A LGORITHM : BS-MOBO
In this section, we propose a batched scalable multiobjective Bayesian optimization (BS-MOBO) algorithm for
large scale expensive multi-objective optimization. This algorithm can easily incorporate available gradient information and
supports batch optimization. The general algorithm framework
is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 BS-MOBO
1: Input: MOP(1), Number of Iterations T
2: Initialize the dataset D0
3: for t = 1 to T do
4:
Train scalable probabilistic model F̂ (x|Dt−1 , W ) with
gradient information {Subsection III.A}
5:
Generate k points for evaluation by optimizing the batch
acquisition α(X|Dt−1 , W ) {Subsection III.B}
6:
Evaluate the generated points, update dataset Dt
7: end for
8: Output: nondominated solutions in DT
The main steps of this framework are:
• Initialization: BS-MOBO initializes a dataset D0 with a
set of NI solutions using Latin hypercube sampling [38].
All solutions are evaluated and will be used for model
building.
• Model Training: At each iteration t, total m surrogate
models will be built for approximating the objective
functions based on the evaluated solutions in Dt−1 , where
m is the number of objective functions. Details of the
model training are discussed in Subsection III.A.
• Solution Selection: BS-MOBO selects k promising solutions in batch for expensive parallel evaluation at each
iteration via a two-stage selection process, of which the
details are presented in Subsection III.B.
• Update: At the end of each iteration, the data set will
be updated with the k selected and evaluated solutions
Dt = Dt−1 ∪ {(xi , F (xi ))|i = 1, · · · , k} and will be
used for updating the surrogate models.

A. Scalable Surrogate Model with Gradient Information
BS-MOBO uses a scalable Bayesian neural network with
MC dropout inference as the surrogate model. With the
Sobolev training technique, this model can easily incorporate
gradient information into model training when it is available.
1) Model Training: In BS-MOBO, we build a fully connected neural network with two hidden layers as the surrogate
model. The neural network has the same structure as the model
in [36] for regression, of which the number of nodes for each
hidden layer is 256 and the activation function is ReLu. To
do Bayesian inference by MC dropout, we use dropout in
all hidden layers and the dropout rate is 0.05 for each node.
Although the neural network structure and the dropout rate
can be further optimized or adaptively adjusted for different
problems, in this paper, we use a fixed structure to highlight its
robustness and generality for solving various expensive multiobjective optimization problems.
In addition to its scalability, with Sobolev training, the
neural network can efficiently incorporate available gradient
information. As mentioned in section II, we do not have to
change the network structure. The only thing we have to do
is to consider the gradient information in the loss function.
In this paper, we build independent surrogate models with the
identical neural network structure for all objective functions.
The algorithm of model training is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Model Training
1: Input: Dt = {(xi , F (xi ))|i = 1, · · · , Nt }
(optional) gradient information {∇F (xi )|i = 1, · · · , Nt }
for j = 1 to m do
Initialize a neural network model fˆj (x|W )
if gradient information is available then
5:
Train the model by optimizing the Sobolev loss
2:
3:
4:

L=

Nt
X

l(fˆj (xi |W ), Fj (xi ))

i=1
Nt
X

+

l(∇fˆj (xi |W ), ∇Fj (xi ))

i=1

6:
7:

else if gradient information is not available then
Train the model by optimizing the error loss
L=

Nt
X

l(fˆj (xi |W ), Fj (xi ))

i=1

8:
9:
10:

end if
end for
Output: m trained models {fˆj (x|W )|j = 1, · · · , m}

2) Model Prediction: We use Bayesian inference with MC
dropout approximation to obtain the predictive mean and
variance for each objective function. For a new solution x, its
predictive mean and variance can be obtained in Algorithm 4.
The number of Monte Carlo sampling S is a hyperparameter,
and we set it to 20 for all experiments conducted in this paper.
Combining the Sobolev training and practical MC dropout
inference, we can build a scalable surrogate model with a
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Algorithm 4 Prediction
1: Input: a newly generated solution x
m trained neural network models {fˆj (x|W )}m
j=1
2: for j = 1 to m do
3:
for s = 1 to S do
cs for fˆj (x|W
cs ) according to
4:
Sample the weights W
the dropout distribution
cs )
5:
Obtain the predictive value ŷjs = fˆj (x|W
6:
end for
7:
Calculate the predictive mean and standard deviation
ŷj =
σ̂j2
8:
9:
10:

and requires more evaluation budget.

S
1X
ŷjs ,
S s=1

S
1X
[ŷjs − ŷj ]2
=
S s=1

end for
Output: the predictive mean vector (ŷ1 , ..., ŷm )
the predictive standard deviation vector (σ̂1 , ..., σ̂m )

Fig. 3. The training time of Gaussian process and Bayesian neural network
with and without gradient information.

The scalable surrogate model is an important building
block for the proposed scalable BS-MOBO algorithm. The
comparisons between the proposed surrogate model and the
Gaussian process in the surrogate-assisted expensive multiobjective optimization will be conducted and discussed in the
experimental section.
B. Batch Optimization

Fig. 2. The predictive mean (solid line) ± two standard deviations (shade
area) obtained by surrogate models with and without gradient information for
sin(x).

fewer number of evaluated solutions. As shown in Fig. 2,
with only four evaluated solutions, the surrogate model with
gradient can approximate the sin(x) function very well. The
optimal solution which has the maximum or minimum value
can be better located using the surrogate model with gradient
information.
We also compare the training time of the Gaussian process
and Bayesian neural network with and without gradient information for a function with 30 decision variables in Fig. 3.
It is obvious that the training time for building a Bayesian
neural network with MC dropout increases very slowly when
the number of training samples becomes larger. The extra
computational cost for incorporating gradient information via
Sobolev training is negligible, so the training time is almost
coincident with the training time for training a model without
gradient. This scalable ability makes it suitable for solving
expensive optimization problems with larger decision space

Batch optimization is another key challenge for solving
expensive multiobjective optimization problems, especially
when the number of required function evaluations is large. As
pointed out in the previous sections, the goal of BS-MOBO is
to generate a set of promising solutions DT to provide a good
trade-off for a given multiobjective optimization problem with
a limited evaluation budget T . Therefore, at each iteration t,
the batch acquisition function α(X|Dt−1 ) should depend on
all already-evaluated solutions Dt−1 .
1) Batch Acquisition Function: The expected hypervolume
improvement (EHI) [19] is a widely-used acquisition function
for expensive multi-objective optimization problems. However,
a standard EHI algorithm can only generate one promising
solution for evaluation at each iteration [39]. It is natural to
generalize it to a batch form:
(1)

(k)

B-EHI(X|Dt ) = B-EHI((xt+1 , ..., xt+1 )|Dt )
= E[H(F (Dt ) ∪

(1)
(k)
{F (xt+1 ), ..., F (xt+1 )})

(7)

− H(F (Dt ))],

where H(Y ) is the hypervolume of all points in the set
Y and F (Dt ) is the set of all objective values in Dt .
By optimizing the batch expected hypervolume improvement
acquisition function B-EHI(X|Dt ), we can obtain a set of
k promising solutions X for parallel expensive evaluations.
However, directly optimizing the above batch acquisition is
very difficult, since we do not know how to directly find those
k promising solutions under the expectation with distribution
(1)
(m)
p(F (xt+1 ), ..., F (xt+1 )|Dt ).
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Inspired by the upper confidence bound (UCB) acquisition
function [40] for single objective Bayesian optimization, we
propose a batch hypervolume upper confidence bound (BHUCB) acquisition for batch multi-objective Bayesian optimization:
(1)

(k)

B-HUCB(X|Dt ) = B-HUCB((xt+1 , ..., xt+1 )|Dt )
(1)

(k)

= H(F (Dt ) ∪ {G(xt+1 ), ..., G(xt+1 )}) − H(Dt ),

(8)

where G(x) = (µ̂1 (x) − σ̂1 (x), . . . , µ̂m (x) − σ̂m (x)) is the
vector of lower confidence bound (LCB) for all objective
functions of a minimization MOP. This batch acquisition
function measures the hypervolume improvement by the LCB
(1)
(k)
of a set of solutions G(X) = {G(xt+1 ), ..., G(xt+1 )} with
respect to the set of all already evaluated solutions Dt .
The proposed batch acquisition function avoids the calculation of the batch expected hypervolume improvement.
It also provides a good exploitation-exploration trade-off to
select a set of promising solutions for expensive evaluations
by considering all already-evaluated solutions Dt . However,
it is still difficult to directly find a set of k solutions Xk
to maximize B-HUCB(X|Dt ). In BS-MOBO, we propose a
two-step algorithm for the solution selection process.
2) Two-Step Batch Solutions Selection: The algorithm
framework of the proposed solutions selection process is
shown in Algorithm 5.

where λ = (λ1 , ...,
λm ) is a weight vector, i.e., λi ≥ 0 for all
Pm
∗
) is
i = 1, ..., m and i=1 λi = 1. In addition, z ∗ = (z1∗ , ..., zm
∗
the reference point, where zi < min{gi (x)|x ∈ Ω} for each
i = 1, ..., m. We solve this surrogate MOP with population
size p. The obtained p solutions Xp will be used as the
candidate pool for the second step.
Once have obtained p candidate solutions, the next step is
to select k solutions for evaluations. If p = k, we just evaluate
all p candidates. However, in BS-MOBO, it is more often that
p > k since: 1) the available batch size for many real-world
application is usually limited (e.g., k = 10) and we need a
larger number of solutions to approximate the surrogate Pareto
front (e.g., p = 100); and 2) by choosing k solutions from p
candidates, we can better select a set of promising solutions
to maximize B-HUCB(X|Dt ) as shown in Fig. 4.

Algorithm 5 Two-Step Solutions Selection
1: Find a set of p candidate solutions Xp by solving the
surrogate multi-objective problem
2: Select k solutions among those p candidates by optimizing
Xk = arg max B-HUCB(X|Dt )
X⊂Xp

3:

Evaluate all k solutions Xk in parallel

At the first step, based on the surrogate models, we can
define a surrogate multi-objective optimization problem with
respect to the lower confidence bound vector:
min G(x) = (g1 (x), . . . , gm (x)) ∈ Rm
s.t.

x ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn

(9)

where gi (x) = µ̂i (x) − σ̂i (x) is the lower confidence bound
of objective function fi (x) at solution x. By optimizing the
surrogate problems, we can obtain an approximate Pareto set
of solutions Xp .
At the second stage, we can select the optimal subset of
solution Xk ⊂ Xp for parallel evaluations by optimizing
the batch hypervolume upper confidence bound acquisition
B-HUCB(X|Dt ).
In the proposed algorithm, we use MOEA/D to solve the
surrogate multi-objective optimization problem. With Tcheycheff decomposition, the surrogate MOP is decomposed into
a set of scalar surrogate subproblems:
minimize

h(x|λ, z ∗ ) = max {λi |gi (x) − zi∗ |}

subject to

x∈Ω

1≤i≤m

(10)

Fig. 4.

An illustration of the two-step solutions selection process.

To choose the best k candidate solutions for expensive
evaluation, we have to take all already-evaluated solutions
into consideration. It is still difficult since we have to find the
best subset of k solutions among all Cp,k combinations. This
hypervolume subset selection problem itself is computational
expensive [41]. In BS-MOBO, we use a greedy approach to
select the k candidate solutions as shown in Algorithm 6. In
this algorithm, we first initialize a value set V to store the
objective values of all already-evaluated solutions in Dt . At
each iteration, by assuming that the objective values of all
candidate solutions in Xp are equal to their lower confidence
bound G(x), we select the most promising solution in the
candidate pool Xp which maximizes the hypervolume contribution with respect to the value set V . The selected solution
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will be moved from the candidate pool Xp to the selected set
Xk and its lower confidence bound value will be added into
the value set V . After k iteration, total k promising solutions
in Xk are selected for expensive parallel evaluations.
Algorithm 6 Greedy Promising Solutions Selection
1: Input: Solutions in the candidate pool Xp ,
All already-evaluated solutions Dt
2: Initialize the set of selected solutions Xk = ∅
3: Initialize the value set V = F (Dt )
4: for i = 1 to k do
5:
Select x = arg maxx∈Xp [H(V ∪ {G(x)}) − H(V )]
6:
Update Xk = Xk ∪ {x} and Xp = Xp \ {x}
7:
Update V = V ∪ {G(x)}
8: end for
9: Output: Set of selected solutions Xk

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDIES
In this section, we empirically validate the performance
of the proposed BS-MOBO algorithm on various benchmark
functions as well as on a real-world application problem.
A. Experimental Results on Small Scale Benchmark Problems
The BS-MOBO algorithm is originally proposed for solving
large scale expensive multi-objective optimization problems
with high dimensional decision space. But it can also be
used for solving small scale problems. In this subsection, we
first test its performance on problems with low dimensional
decision space (8 decision variables). We compare BS-MOBO
with some state-of-the-art Kriging-based surrogate-assisted
MOEAs, such as ParEGO [5], HypI [42], SMS-EGO [6],
K-RVEA [8] and MOEA/D-EGO [7] on four widely-used
benchmark problem suits, namely, ZDT [16], DTLZ [43],
UF [44] and F problem suit in the RM-MEDA papers [45].
It should be noticed that ParEGO, HypI and SMS-EGO
only support sequential evaluation where only one solution
can be evaluated at each iteration, while K-RVEA, MOEA/DEGO and our proposed algorithm can evaluate solutions in
batch. If two algorithms have similar performance with the
same number of expensive evaluations, the one which supports
batch evaluation is usually preferred for many real-world
applications since it can significantly save the wall-clock time.
We use the Python code1 from [42] to run the ParEGO, HypI
and SMS-EGO. The K-RVEA implementation2 is available
from the PlatEMO toolbox [46]. We implement the MOEA/DEGO and the proposed algorithm BS-MOBO in Python3 where
the neural networks are built with Pytorch4 [47].
The parameters settings for this comparison are:
• Dimension of decision space n = 8;
• Maximal number of evaluations NF E = 20n = 160;
• Number of solutions in the initial dataset NI = 60;
1 http://bitbucket.org/arahat/gecco-2017
2 http://bimk.ahu.edu.cn/index.php?s=/Index/Software/index.html
3 Will

be open source once this paper is published.

4 https://pytorch.org/

Number of solutions to be evaluated in batch at each
iteration for K-RVEA, MOEA/D-EGO, BS-MOBO and
its variants k = 5, which means there are only 20 parallel
evaluations ((160 − 60)/5 = 20) for these algorithms;
• Population size for K-RVEA, MOEA/D-EGO, BSMOBO and its variants p = 100;
• Parameters for all compared algorithms are the same with
their default settings reported in the literature;
We independently run each algorithm 25 times and compare
their results using the inverted generational distance (IGD)
−
metric and the hypervolume difference (IH
) metric [48]. To
−
calculate the IGD and IH metric, we use 500 uniformly
distributed Pareto-optimal points in PF for ZDT test instances
and 990 points for DTLZ test instances as in [49], 500 and 990
points for two and three objective F test instances, 1000 points
for UF1-7 and 10000 points for UF8-10 as in [44]. Due to the
page limit, the experimental results of hypervolume difference
are reported in the supplementary material.
To better study the effect of different components in the
algorithm, we report the results of the proposed algorithm
along with two different variants. BS-MOBO is the proposed
algorithm with a Bayesian neural network surrogate model
without gradient information. BS-MOBO g incorporates the
gradient information into the surrogate model building via
Sobolev training. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed
batch optimization framework, BS-MOBO-GP replaces the
Bayesian neural network with a standard Gaussian process
model as the surrogate model.
Table I shows the mean IGD values, the standard deviations
and the ranks of IGD means for all 27 problems obtained
by different algorithms. The best result for each problem
is highlighted. In addition, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test with
significant level 0.05 is conducted to compare the performances between BS-MOBO g and other algorithms, where
the symbols +/ = /− indicate that BS-MOBO g performs
significantly better than/equally with/significant worse than the
compared algorithms respectively.
1) The Effect of the Batch Optimization Framework: It is
obvious that BS-MOBO-GP achieves the best overall performance with average rank 2.222 and rank the first for most
test instances. Since BS-MOBO-GP uses the same Gaussian
process surrogate model with other Kriging-based algorithms,
this result confirms the advantage of our newly proposed batch
optimization framework. BS-MOBO-GP is outperformed by
other Kriging-based algorithms on the UF5 and UF6 test
instances which both have disconnected Pareto set and many
local Pareto optimal points. Our proposed batch selection
method aims at finding a set of well-distributed solutions to
improve the hypervolume at each iteration. But it seems that
the convergence performance is poor and many solutions are
got trapped by local Pareto points for these problems with
disconnected Pareto fronts.
2) Scalable Model with Very Few Solutions: The performances of BS-MOBO are worse than those of BS-MOBOGP for most test instances. The only difference between BSMOBO and BS-MOBO-GP is the surrogate model (Bayesian
neural network for BS-MOBO and Gaussian process for BSMOBO-GP). These results are reasonable for the small scale
•
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TABLE I
M EANS [S TDS ](R ANK ) OF IGD VALUES ON 8 D IMENSIONAL P ROBLEMS O BTAINED BY D IFFERENT A LGORITHMS WITH 160 F UNCTION E VALUATIONS .
Sequential Evaluation
ParEGO
HypI
SMS-EGO
ZDT1
0.186[0.019](8)+ 0.080[0.013](7)+ 0.027[0.003](5)+
ZDT2
0.270[0.012](8)+ 0.176[0.024](7)+ 0.124[0.017](6)+
0.169[0.046](7)+ 0.166[0.032](6)+ 0.031[0.012](2)ZDT3
ZDT4
46.55[1.544](6)+ 50.64[2.231](7)+ 44.85[1.247](4)+
ZDT6
0.605[0.110](7)+ 0.529[0.117](5)+ 0.226[0.037](2)DTLZ1
140.6[12.84](8)+ 87.78[9.241](2)= 139.2[21.82](7)+
DTLZ2
0.232[0.024](4)+ 0.444[0.131](8)+ 0.339[0.078](6)+
F1
0.035[0.010](4)+ 0.082[0.017](7)+ 0.047[0.019](5)+
0.050[0.012](5)+ 0.104[0.017](7)+ 0.028[0.007](3)+
F2
F3
0.780[0.134](3)+ 2.036[0.278](8)+ 0.952[0.171](4)+
F4
0.186[0.047](6)+ 0.279[0.141](8)+ 0.125[0.071](1)=
0.102[0.013](3)- 0.157[0.034](4)- 0.076[0.025](2)F5
F6
0.211[0.090](3)+ 0.283[0.124](6)+ 0.326[0.098](7)+
F7
0.393[0.083](3)= 0.583[0.121](7)+ 0.421[0.091](4)+
0.207[0.041](2)= 0.276[0.074](7)+ 0.230[0.078](5)+
F8
F9
0.430[0.085](5)+ 0.476[0.112](7)+ 0.474[0.067](6)+
F10
8.982[1.241](4)+ 135.3[7.824](7)+ 55.64[17.29](6)+
0.175[0.013](4)- 0.239[0.021](6)- 0.155[0.010](2)UF1
UF2
0.205[0.020](8)+ 0.192[0.017](7)+ 0.133[0.031](5)+
1.478[0.055](8)+ 1.438[0.074](7)+ 0.821[0.145](2)+
UF3
UF4
0.110[0.015](7)+ 0.131[0.017](8)+ 0.095[0.010](3)=
UF5
2.002[0.419](4)- 1.885[0.228](3)- 1.619[0.192](1)UF6
1.961[0.181](6)= 1.746[0.241](3)- 1.375[0.183](1)UF7
0.234[0.055](3)- 0.172[0.024](2)- 0.276[0.072](4)UF8
0.346[0.174](7)+ 0.379[0.076](8)+ 0.312[0.102](4)+
0.491[0.036](8)+ 0.453[0.103](7)+ 0.430[0.132](6)+
UF9
UF10
2.993[0.112](4)+ 7.817[0.385](8)+ 2.442[0.113](2)+
+/=/20/3/4
21/1/5
18/2/7
5.370
6.259
3.889
average rank

Test Instance

Batch Evaluation (batch size = 5)
K-RVEA
MOEA/D-EGO
0.054[0.012](6)+ 0.023[0.007](4)+
0.031[0.006](5)+ 0.028[0.010](4)+
0.171[0.050](8)+ 0.092[0.011](4)+
27.80[7.432](2)+ 57.87[1.431](8)+
0.970[0.320](8)+ 0.441[0.041](4)+
83.37[19.70](1)= 116.3[11.09](5)+
0.148[0.006](2)+ 0.342[0.117](7)+
0.102[0.005](8)+ 0.062[0.012](6)+
0.278[0.009](8)+ 0.083[0.019](6)+
1.406[0.231](7)+ 1.341[0.191](6)+
0.205[0.024](7)+ 0.176[0.089](5)+
0.361[0.044](8)+ 0.234[0.031](5)0.341[0.014](8)+ 0.272[0.071](5)+
0.887[0.133](8)+ 0.581[0.137](6)+
0.285[0.013](8)+ 0.248[0.051](6)+
0.504[0.151](8)+ 0.412[0.049](4)+
136.8[6.261](8)+ 43.28[15.56](5)+
0.181[0.012](5)- 0.162[0.014](3)0.138[0.021](4)+ 0.171[0.014](6)+
0.887[0.202](3)+ 1.417[0.215](6)+
0.101[0.012](4)+ 0.104[0.011](5)+
1.682[0.839](2)- 2.651[0.219](7)=
1.562[0.243](2)- 1.891[0.262](5)0.287[0.114](5)- 0.421[0.031](7)=
0.343[0.033](6)+ 0.297[0.143](3)=
0.341[0.036](3)+ 0.424[0.122](5)+
3.606[0.007](7)+ 3.479[0.179](6)+
22/1/4
21/3/3
5.593
5.296

problems with a very limited number of evaluated solutions.
It is well known that Gaussian process modeling has excellent
fitting performances for small datasets in low dimensional
space [20]. On the contrary, neural networks usually need more
training examples to achieve good fitting performance [50],
[51]. However, the algorithm performance would be entirely
different for large scale problems as can be seen in the
next subsection. In addition, with a simple ensemble method,
we can propose a hybrid algorithm which achieves good
performance for both small and large scale problems. The
details of the simple hybrid algorithm can be found in the
supplementary material.

3) The Effect of Gradient Information: With available gradient information, BS-MOBO g significantly outperforms BSMOBO on most test instances. It confirms that incorporating
gradient information into the surrogate model can substantially
improve the optimization algorithm’s performance. It is interesting to observe that, with the help of gradient information,
BS-MOBO g can obtain better or equally good performances
with BS-MOBO-GP on many test instances even in the small
scale setting. BS-MOBO g performs slightly worse than BSMOBO on F4 and F8 test instances which both have three
complicated periodic objective functions with nonlinear variable linkage. For these problems, the Sobolev training method
tries to match many local gradient directions with very few
data points, and hence performs poorly to approximate the
whole complicated function. Similar results have also been
reported in the Sobolov training paper [36].

Ours (batch size = 5)
BS-MOBO-GP
BS-MOBO
BS-MOBO g
0.008[0.003](1)= 0.017[0.002](3)+ 0.010[0.004](2)
0.015[0.003](2)= 0.020[0.004](3)+ 0.013[0.004](1)
0.020[0.006](1)- 0.133[0.041](5)+ 0.078[0.017](3)
45.09[12.83](5)+ 39.78[8.121](3)+ 21.47[8.126](1)
0.179[0.014](1)- 0.582[0.139](6)+ 0.382[0.030](3)
93.16[5.871](4)+ 121.1[17.82](6)+ 89.87[9.840](3)
0.326[0.108](5)+ 0.205[0.092](3)+ 0.123[0.024](1)
0.009[0.003](1)- 0.031[0.018](3)= 0.028[0.011](2)
0.008[0.002](1)- 0.048[0.024](4)+ 0.021[0.009](2)
0.490[0.061](1)- 1.310[0.276](5)+ 0.682[0.219](2)
0.145[0.078](4)+ 0.129[0.044](2)= 0.134[0.032](3)
0.046[0.037](1)- 0.293[0.054](7)+ 0.268[0.061](6)
0.112[0.062](1)- 0.252[0.045](4)+ 0.196[0.057](2)
0.376[0.075](1)= 0.502[0.024](5)+ 0.382[0.034](2)
0.227[0.047](4)+ 0.131[0.021](1)- 0.221[0.037](3)
0.312[0.037](1)- 0.399[0.022](3)+ 0.377[0.014](2)
0.822[0.022](3)= 0.815[0.012](2)= 0.809[0.008](1)
0.059[0.015](1)- 0.635[0.154](8)+ 0.573[0.102](7)
0.121[0.019](2)+ 0.131[0.028](3)+ 0.107[0.014](1)
0.701[0.140](1)- 1.385[0.162](5)+ 1.212[0.097](4)
0.069[0.002](1)= 0.108[0.012](6)+ 0.093[0.015](2)
2.286[0.175](5)= 2.788[0.123](8)= 2.507[0.388](6)
1.860[0.547](4)- 2.807[0.230](8)+ 2.443[0.366](7)
0.125[0.018](1)- 0.572[0.122](8)+ 0.411[0.016](6)
0.151[0.061](1)- 0.326[0.091](5)+ 0.287[0.121](2)
0.279[0.035](2)+ 0.413[0.042](4)+ 0.226[0.078](1)
3.123[0.134](5)+ 2.558[0.045](3)+ 2.217[0.114](1)
8/6/13
22/4/1
2.222
4.555
2.815

B. Experimental Results on Large Scale Benchmark Problems
To verify the scalability of the proposed BS-MOBO algorithm, we evaluate its performance on larger scale problems.
In this experiment, we use the same benchmark problem suits
(namely, ZDT, DTLZ, F and UF) as in the previous subsection
but now with 50-dimensional decision space and a larger
budget of 1000 evaluations for each algorithm.
The Kriging-based surrogate-assisted algorithms with sequential evaluations (ParEGO, HypI and SMS-EGO) are not
suitable for this setting mainly due to the extremely long running time. In addition to the model-based optimization algorithms with batch evaluations (K-RVEA and MOEA/D-EGO),
we also compare our proposed algorithm with two model-free
optimization algorithms as baselines: (1) MOEA/D [52] is a
well-known and popular MOEA for solving MOPs and (2)
HIGA-MO [34] is a newly proposed multi-objective optimization algorithm using Hypervolume indicator gradient ascent.
The gradient-based HIGA-MO method is now only suitable for
solving bi-objective problems, so its results on three objective
problems are unavailable.
As mentioned in the previous sections, the time complexity
of building a Gaussian process model is cubic to the number
of training samples. This high computational cost forbids us
to use all evaluated solutions to train the Gaussian process
model especially when the evaluation budget is not very small.
K-RVEA and MOEA/-EGO both have carefully designed
strategies to select a fixed number of evaluated solutions
for training the surrogate model. For BS-MOBO-GP, at each
iteration, we randomly select a subset of evaluated solutions
to train the Gaussian process model.
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TABLE II
M EANS [S TDS ](R ANK ) OF IGD VALUES ON 50 D IMENSIONAL P ROBLEMS O BTAINED BY D IFFERENT A LGORITHMS WITH 1000 F UNCTION
E VALUATIONS .
Model-Free Method
MOEA/D
HIGA-MO
ZDT1
1.197[0.107](7)+ 0.891[0.099](6)+
3.360[0.105](7)+ 2.367[0.102](6)+
ZDT2
ZDT3
1.665[0.158](6)+ 1.978[0.191](7)+
ZDT4
395.7[6.230](2)- 292.5[25.864](1)ZDT6
6.986[0.225](6)+ 7.094[0.147](7)+
DTLZ1
1576[172.8](5)+
NA
DTLZ2 0.975[0.071](4)+
NA
0.406[0.026](7)+ 0.294[0.009](3)+
F1
F2
0.670[0.022](6)+ 0.525[0.013](3)+
F3
7.097[0.274](7)+ 6.308[0.123](5)+
2.591[0.232](3)+
NA
F4
F5
0.546[0.042](6)+ 0.507[0.013](4)+
F6
0.604[0.098](5)+ 0.483[0.020](2)+
6.696[0.112](7)+ 5.970[0.266](3)+
F7
F8
1.907[0.461](3)+
NA
F9
6.103[0.432](7)+ 5.987[0.899](6)+
12644[876](6)+ 20004[972](7)+
F10
UF1
1.281[0.072](4)+ 1.382[0.082](5)+
UF2
0.429[0.138](5)+ 0.466[0.026](6)+
UF3
0.851[0.051](4)+ 0.772[0.035](3)+
UF4
0.183[0.011](5)+ 0.203[0.003](7)+
UF5
5.103[0.033](3)+ 5.729[0.344](6)+
4.458[0.046](3)+ 5.882[0.329](5)+
UF6
UF7
1.668[0.231](7)+ 1.426[0.066](4)+
1.867[0.191](4)+
NA
UF8
UF9
1.262[0.212](4)+
NA
UF10
6.961[0.098](5)+
NA
+/=/26/0/1
19/0/1
average rank
5.111
4.650

Batch Evaluation (batch size = 25)
K-RVEA
MOEA/D-EGO
0.505[0.430](5)+ 0.283[0.032](4)+
1.498[0.490](5)+ 0.588[0.113](4)+
0.487[0.134](4)+ 0.513[0.082](5)+
461.4[63.90](3)- 673.93[77.91](5)=
4.261[0.973](5)+ 3.962[0.334](4)+
2166[232.4](6)+ 1430[246.8](4)+
1.872[0.231](5)+ 1.983[0.413](6)+
0.382[0.088](5)+ 0.374[0.034](4)+
0.621[0.092](5)+ 0.683[0.033](7)+
5.741[0.641](4)+ 6.798[0.241](6)+
2.768[0.131](6)+ 2.634[0.182](4)+
0.562[0.092](7)+ 0.543[0.043](5)+
0.663[0.132](7)+ 0.613[0.124](6)+
5.421[0.341](4)+ 6.193[0.682](5)+
2.317[0.172](4)+ 2.934[0.182](6)+
2.829[0.542](4)+ 3.482[0.583](5)+
2799[541.2](5)+ 1783[342.9](4)+
1.398[0.033](6)+ 1.124[0.083](3)=
0.342[0.076](4)+ 0.558[0.043](7)+
0.976[0.087](6)+ 1.022[0.043](7)+
0.181[0.024](4)+ 0.187[0.018](6)+
5.623[0.133](7)+ 5.472[0.048](5)+
6.242[0.072](7)+ 5.982[0.094](6)+
0.982[0.124](3)= 1.483[0.083](5)+
2.791[0.884](6)+ 2.487[0.093](5)+
2.841[0.682](6)+ 1.783[0.231](5)+
1.214[0.132](1)- 16.88[0.032](6)+
24/1/2
25/2/0
4.963
5.148

The parameters settings for this experiment are:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Dimension of decision space n = 50;
Maximal number of evaluations NF E = 20n = 1000;
Number of solutions in the initial dataset NI = 500;
Number of solutions for training the Gaussian process
model NGP = 300;
Number of solutions to be evaluated in batch at each
iteration for K-RVEA, MOEA/D-EGO, BS-MOBO and
its variants k = 25, which means there are only 20
iterations ((1000−500)/25 = 20) during the optimization
process;
Population size for all algorithms is p = 100;
Parameters for all compared algorithms are the same with
their default settings in the literature;

All algorithms are independently run 25 times, and their
performances are compared using the IGD and hypervolume
difference metric as mentioned in the previous subsection. The
experimental results of the IGD metric are shown in Table. II.
The experimental results of the hypervolume difference metric
are presented in the supplementary material.
1) The Batch Optimization Framework for Large Scale
Problem: BS-MOBO-GP has a better overall performance
compared with K-RVEA, MOEA/D-EGO and those two
model-free methods, which confirms the efficiency of our
proposed batch optimization algorithm framework for solving
large scale problems. It should be noticed that the modelbased methods with the Gaussian process model (BS-MOBOGP, K-RVEA and MOEA/D-EGO) are outperformed by those
two model-free methods on some test instances such as ZDT4

Ours (batch size = 25)
BS-MOBO-GP
BS-MOBO
BS-MOBO g
0.078[0.012](3)+ 0.036[0.007](2)= 0.019[0.008](1)
0.034[0.009](3)+ 0.028[0.012](2)+ 0.021[0.006](1)
0.165[0.112](2)+ 0.254[0.043](3)+ 0.055[0.013](1)
686.4[42.98](7)= 685.4[24.64](6)= 654.87[11.21](4)
0.554[0.192](1)- 3.633[0.286](3)+ 2.343[0.241](2)
1232[182.6](2)+ 1272[14.21](3)+ 1042.3[68.91](1)
0.742[0.241](3)+ 0.348[0.083](2)+ 0.244[0.081](1)
0.396[0.093](6)+ 0.264[0.025](2)+ 0.219[0.043](1)
0.617[0.073](4)+ 0.423[0.012](2)+ 0.343[0.088](1)
5.134[0.439](3)+ 3.872[0.413](2)= 3.640[0.143](1)
2.726[0.176](5)+ 0.588[0.068](1)= 0.627[0.083](2)
0.504[0.062](3)+ 0.484[0.043](2)+ 0.396[0.061](1)
0.505[0.094](3)+ 0.587[0.032](4)+ 0.373[0.049](1)
6.382[0.563](6)+ 3.863[0.142](2)+ 3.127[0.032](1)
2.809[0.198](5)+ 1.183[0.224](2)+ 0.654[0.113](1)
0.783[0.143](3)+ 0.262[0.043](1)= 0.282[0.088](2)
1341[231.8](3)+ 0.820[0.003](2)= 0.818[0.007](1)
1.419[0.083](7)+ 1.185[0.032](2)= 1.104[0.033](1)
0.321[0.113](3)+ 0.121[0.011](1)= 0.124[0.043](2)
0.950[0.042](5)+ 0.483[0.027](2)+ 0.423[0.043](1)
0.114[0.013](1)- 0.145[0.013](3)+ 0.124[0.043](2)
5.271[0.094](4)+ 5.054[0.077](2)+ 4.383[0.034](1)
5.241[0.143](4)+ 3.228[0.133](1)- 3.539[0.172](2)
1.510[0.055](6)+ 0.943[0.079](2)+ 0.872[0.088](1)
0.523[0.116](3)+ 0.411[0.034](2)+ 0.284[0.033](1)
0.839[0.082](3)+ 0.668[0.042](2)+ 0.584[0.061](1)
4.240[0.082](4)+ 3.832[0.328](3)+ 3.432[0.129](2)
24/1/2
18/8/1
3.778
2.259
1.370

and UF1. The Gaussian process model with limited training
examples cannot approximate the large scale complicated
objective functions well. The model-based methods spend all
evaluation budget on exploring the decision space for these
problems and therefore have poor convergence performances.
2) The Scalability of the Bayesian Neural Network:: As
shown in Table. II, BS-MOBO (with average rank 2.259)
outperforms BS-MOBO-GP (with average rank 3.778) and
other algorithms on most test instances. The only difference
between BS-MOBO and BS-MOBO-GP is the surrogate models they use. For solving the large scale optimization problems,
during the optimization process, a large number of evaluated
solutions with high dimensional decision space is available in
the dataset. We can easily use all evaluated solutions to train
the Bayesian neural network and obtain good predictions for
the objective values and uncertainties, which leads to a much
better optimization performance.
3) The Effect of Gradient Information: When the gradient
information is available, BS-MOBO g performs significantly
better than BS-MOBO and has the best overall performance
with average rank 1.370. Fig. 5 presents the evolutions of
the median IGD values obtained by different algorithms on
selected test instances. It is clear that BS-MOBO and BSMOBO g converge faster than other algorithms and BSMOBO g should be the best choice when gradient information
is available. HIGA-MO, which is a model-free but gradientbased algorithm, has better performances compared with those
Kriging-based surrogate-assisted algorithms on some test instances. However, it is significantly outperformed by BS-
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Fig. 5. Evolutions of the median IGD values obtained by different algorithms versus the number of function evaluations for selected test instances.

MOBO g on almost all test test instances. These experimental
results confirm that our proposed BS-MOBO algorithm can
solve large scale expensive multi-objective optimization problems much better than many existed model-based and modelfree algorithms. It is also clear that incorporating available
gradient information into the surrogate model building can
significantly improve the performance of model-based optimization algorithm.
C. Sensitivity Analysis of the Batch Size
The batch size k is an important parameter for our proposed
BS-MOBO and its variants. When the total evaluation budget
is fixed, a larger batch size allows the algorithm to evaluate
many candidate solutions in parallel and to have a smaller
number of batch evaluations. However, a larger batch size
also means a lower update frequency for the surrogate model,
which might lead to poor overall performance.

In BS-MOBO, we need to find a set of solutions for parallel
evaluation to balance the convergence and diversity at each
iteration. If the batch size is too small (e.g., 2), we will not
have enough solutions to fully explore the estimated Pareto
front given by the surrogate models, and some promising
solutions cannot be evaluated. On the other hand, if the
batch size is too large (e.g., 20) when the total evaluation
budget is small and fixed (e.g., 100), the number of batch
evaluations would be very small (e.g., 100/20 = 5). In other
words, the surrogate models will be only updated a few times
during the optimization process, which might lead to poor
approximation and inferior overall performance. To achieve
the best performance, the batch size should be changed
adaptively for different problems and in different optimization
stage. However, there is no explicit rule to set the adaptive
schedule of the batch size for BS-MOBO and other batchbased algorithms such as MOEA/D-EGO [7] and K-RVEA [8].
Dynamically adapting the batch size is an important future
work to further improve the performance of bathed multiobjective optimization algorithms.
D. Space Engineering: Spacecraft Trajectory Optimization

Fig. 6. The median IGD values obtained by BS-MOBO and its variants on
selected 8 dimensional test instances with different batch sizes.

Fig. 6 shows a sensitivity analysis of the batch size for
BS-MOBO and its variants on four selected 8-dimensional
test instances. There is no single best choice of batch size
for different algorithms on different problems. It is worth
mentioning that, in single objective Bayesian optimization,
batch evaluations usually have inferior performance compared
with sequential evaluation [53]. Larger batch size can lead to
a poorer performance when the goal is to find a single best
solution for single objective function. But it is not the case for
model-based multi-objective optimization algorithms.

In this subsection, we compare the performance of our
proposed BS-MOBO and its variants with different algorithms
on a real-world spacecraft trajectory optimization problem.
The trajectory optimization problem is challenging and crucial
to the whole mission design [54].
The problem we deal with is the Rosetta space mission
problem. This mission aims at sending a spacecraft to the
comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. We treat it as a biobjective optimization problem as in [33]. The first objective
is the total ∆V which measures the amount of impulse and
also indicates the amount of fuel used in the mission. The
second objective is the squared total travel time. This problem
has total 22 decision variables and their gradient information
can be easily obtained. The details of this Rosetta problem can
be found in the paper [33] as well as on the European Space
Agency (ESA) website5 .
We independently run each algorithm 10 times. Fig. 7
shows the optimization performances of different algorithms.
Since we do not know the ground truth Pareto front of this
problem, we report the hypervolume with reference point
[500, 8] as the performance metric. It is clear that BS-MOBO
and BS-MOBO g have significantly better performance and
BS-MOBO g should be the best choice when the gradient
information is available. Fig. 8 presents the best approximated
5 https://www.esa.int/gsp/ACT/projects/gtop/rosetta.html
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Pareto front obtained by different algorithms. The solutions
obtained by BS-MOBO and BS-MOBO g dominate most
solutions obtained by other algorithms, which again confirm
their superior performances.
Rosetta

2300
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HIGA-MO
K-RVEA
MOEA/D-EGO
BS-MOBO-GP
BS-MOBO
BS-MOBO_g

2100
2000
1900
500

600

700
800
# Function Evaluation

900

icantly better performance on various large scale benchmark
problems and a real-world problem with high dimensional
decision space. The experimental results also confirm that
incorporating available gradient information is crucial for
obtaining a promising optimization performance for large scale
expensive optimization problem.
In the proposed BS-MOBO, the batch size is fixed (5 for
8-dimensional problems, and 25 for 50-dimensional problems)
during the whole optimization process for all problems. However, as shown in the experimental study, the optimal setting
for the batch size is problem-dependent. In addition, different
batch sizes might also be beneficial for different optimization
stages in the whole optimization process. How to adaptively
change the batch size is an important and interesting research
topic in our future work.

1000

Fig. 7. Evolution of the median Hypervolume values obtained by different
algorithms versus the number of function evaluations on the rosetta problem.

Fig. 8. The approximated Pareto front obtained by different algorithms on
the Rosetta problem.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed BS-MOBO, a batched
scalable multi-objective Bayesian optimization algorithm, for
solving large scale expensive multi-objective optimization
problems. Our proposed algorithm builds scalable Bayesian
neural network models to estimate the values and uncertainties
of each optimization objective. Powered with the Sobolov
training method, the models can incorporate available gradient
information and provide good prediction performance for
solutions in the high dimensional decision space with a limited
number of evaluated solutions. In addition, we have also proposed an efficient batched multi-objective acquisition function
to generate promising solutions for parallel evaluations, which
is important for many real-world applications.
We have compared the performance of the proposed BSMOBO and its variants with many state-of-the-art surrogateassisted MOEAs as well as two typical model-free optimization algorithms. It is clear that BS-MOBO can achieve signif-
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